
 

  

The 360 stands as a prized gem within the compact flybridge 

realm, winning the hearts of discerning yacht aficionados through 

its blend of practicality and value. Hosting up to ten passengers 

across three decks, this flybridge marvel comfortably accommo-

dates six, making it an ideal companion for family outings and 

social gatherings.

The upper deck boasts a second helm station, offering unpar-

alleled visibility, along with inviting seating and leisure spaces. 

A  foldable Bimini top lends adaptability, shielding from exces-

sive sun exposure. The main deck unveils an L-shaped sofa in the 

cockpit and twin bow sundecks, fostering a sense of adventure.

Smooth-sliding glass doors meld the expansive living area with 

the cockpit, creating an inviting social space. A six-person sofa 

and dining area grace the interior, complemented by a well-

equipped kitchen replete with storage. The main helm station 

provides exceptional visibility and convenience with sliding doors 

aiding mooring.

Venturing below, an unexpected delight unfolds: dual guest 

cabins and a commodious bathroom defy expectations. The 

choice between a midship cabin with an expansive berth or the 

skylit forward VIP area elevates comfort. Bunk beds serve the 

guest cabin, doubling as storage solutions. The bathroom’s glass 

door separation maintains order, while standing-height ceilings 

enhance the cabins.

In the compact flybridge arena, the 360 FLY emerges triumphant, 

its exceptional space management and captivating design distin-

guishing it from competitors. A testament to ingenuity, it beckons 

maritime enthusiasts to a journey of unmatched pleasure.

A refreshing breeze into the compact flybridge category, the 360 

reveals a clever interior layout featuring a trio of cabins below deck, 

complemented by an elegant living space on the main deck.
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Perfect proportions, dynamic han-

dling, and stylish design highlight 

the 360 FLY

Sliding side doors for easy bow access      

The optional soft bimini offers extra protection from the elements      



 

Bathroom with a separate shower area      

 

Midship cabin with a large, double bed      

Bow VIP cabin is brightened by skylights      Dining and rest area      

  

The saloon on the main deck holds a proper 

kitchen area
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      Top deck helm station for perfect visibility      Tilt the seating for al fresco dining up top

      Bow area with a pop-up seat up front       Slide the glass doors to extend the cockpit area

LAYOUTS

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 1

Bridge clearance 2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category
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